We consider a theory of gauge fields and fermions which we argue gives rise to dynamics similar to that of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model when a gauge coupling constant is appropriately fine-tuned. We discuss the application of this model to dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking by a top-quark condensate. In this model, custodial symmetry is violated solely by perturbatively weak interactions, and the top-bottom mass splitting is due to the enhanced sensitivity to custodial symmetry violation near the critical point. We also consider models in which electroweak symmetry is broken by new strongly-interacting fermions with NJL-like dynamics. We argue that these models require additional finetuning in order to keep corrections to the electroweak ρ-parameter acceptably small.
Introduction
In the last few years, there has been a revived interest in the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [1] as an effective description of electroweak symmetry breaking via a topquark condensate [2] [3] . Numerous variations on this basic theme have also been explored [4] . More recently, several groups have constructed renormalizable models which are supposed to give rise to top-quark condensates and NJL-like dynamics. [5] . In this paper, we will consider a model of asymptotically free gauge fields and fermions which we argue has dynamics similar to that of the NJL model. In this model, all symmetry breaking is driven by strongly-coupled SU (N ) gauge groups with fermions in the fundamental representation. We can therefore use our understanding of chiral symmetry breaking in QCD-like theories to analyze the model. The only new dynamical assumption is that the chiral symmetry breaking phase transition is second order. We will consider models in which the electroweak symmetry is broken by top-quark condensates, as well as models in which electroweak symmetry is broken by condensates of new fermions.
The plan of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we will review some basic results concerning the NJL model, and discuss the sense in which the NJL model can be viewed as a low-energy effective lagrangian. In section 3, we will present a model of asymptoticallyfree gauge fields and fermions and give qualitative arguments that this model gives rise to dynamics similar to the NJL model. In section 4, we flesh out the dynamical picture of the previous section by analyzing the model using the Schwinger-Dyson equations in ladder approximation. In section 5, we apply the model to electroweak symmetry breaking, and section 6 contains our conclusions.
The NJL model
We begin by treating the NJL model as a toy model with no reference to electroweak physics. The NJL model we will consider has F "flavors" and N "technicolors." The lagrangian is
where j, k = 1, . . . , F are flavor indices and a, b = 1, . . . , N are technicolor indices. This theory has a global chiral symmetry
in an obvious notation. The theory is nonrenormalizable, and must therefore be interpreted as an effective theory equipped with an energy cutoff Λ. In order to describe physics at scales above Λ, we must construct a more fundamental theory which reduces to the NJL model at low energies.
In the limit N → ∞ (with F held finite), this model can be solved exactly. The qualitative features are well known: if G is less than a critical value G crit , then the chiral symmetry of eq. (2) is unbroken, and the effective theory below the scale Λ simply describes massless fermions interacting through the contact interaction of the form eq. (1) . However, if G > G crit , then the chiral symmetry is partially broken: the condensate ψ Lja ψ Rja = 0 (3) results in the symmetry-breaking pattern
where
If G is tuned to be very close to G crit ,
then the effective theory near the scale m is precisely a U (F ) × U (F ) linear sigma model coupled to the fermions ψ. The effective lagrangian at the scale m is
where the ellipses indicate terms containing higher-dimension operators. If G < G crit , then µ 2 Φ > 0 and the theory is in the unbroken phase. The fermions are then massless, and there are 2F 2 physical scalars with equal masses of order m. If G > G crit , then µ 2 Φ < 0 and the theory is in the broken phase. The fermions then have masses of order m, and there are F 2 physical scalars with masses of order m and F 2 massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons. Because the underlying theory eq. (1) has only one coupling constant G, there will be non-trivial relations among the parameters of the effective low-energy lagrangian eq. (6) .
An important feature of the NJL model in the large-N limit is that the low-energy dynamics is continuous as a function of G near the critical point. An analogous assumption in the context of our renormalizable model will play an important role in what follows.
Before presenting the renormalizable model, we discuss the sense in which the NJL model can arise as an effective theory from a more fundamental theory. When we write an effective field theory which matches onto a more fundamental theory at a scale Λ, we must include all possible interaction terms among the low-energy fields consistent with the symmetries of the underlying theory. The coefficients of these operators are determined by matching the predictions of the low-energy theory with that of the underlying theory. There will be an infinite number of operators in the low-energy effective lagrangian, but only a few of these, the so-called "relevant" operators, will be important for describing the physics at energies µ ≪ Λ. The effects of the remaining "irrelevant" operators at low energies will be suppressed by powers of µ/Λ. This is the reason for the power of the effective-lagrangian approach.
For weakly-coupled theories, dimensional analysis is sufficient to classify operators as relevant or irrelevant: operators with engineering dimension 4 or less are relevant, and all others are irrelevant. As the NJL model illustrates, the classification becomes non-trivial when couplings become strong. We therefore ask if there are any other operators which are relevant if they are added to the NJL lagrangian eq. (1) when G is near its critical value.
A clue to the answer to this question can be obtained from the fact that the low-energy limit of the fine-tuned NJL model is a linear sigma model. This equivalence can be made explicit by rewriting the NJL interaction in terms of an auxilliary scalar field Φ:
This is the effective lagrangian at the scale Λ, in which Φ has no kinetic or self-interaction terms. Φ can be explicitly integrated out to recover the NJL lagrangian eq. (1). At scales below Λ, Φ acquires both kinetic and self-interaction terms as in eq. (6), and can serve as an interpolating field for the physical scalar states.
In this formulation of the NJL model, it is clear that all of the the dimension-four operators appearing in eq. (6) are relevant. If these are added to the effective lagrangian at the scale Λ and the field Φ is integrated out, the result will be a non-local effective action containing only the ψ fields. If we expand this action in powers of derivatives of ψ fields, it seems clear that there should be a small number of higher-dimension operators that become relevant in the fine-tuned limit, and whose effects at low energies precisely reproduce the effects of the operators of eq. (6).
One such operator was considered in ref. [6] . A more complete analysis was performed in ref. [7] , which explicitly identified operators that, when added to the effective lagrangian at the scale Λ, reproduced the entire parameter space of the linear sigma model. It may therefore seem that the predictions of refs. [2] [3] [4] based on the NJL model are vacuous, but this is not so. The reason is that as long as Λ is many orders of magnitude above the weak scale, and the linear sigma model has a large Yukawa coupling at scales just below Λ, the logarithmic evolution of the parameters of the effective lagrangian drives the parameters of the theory to an approximate infrared fixed point at the weak scale [8] . (This is true for all models which reduce to the standard model with one or two Higgs doublets in the low-energy limit.) The role of the NJL-like dynamics in these models is therefore to explain why the top-quark coupling is singled out to be strong enough to lie in the basin of attraction of the approximate infrared fixed point.
The situation is clearly quite different if the compositeness scale is taken to be near the weak scale. In this case, the couplings do not run over a sufficient range to be affected by the approximate infrared fixed point, and all the relevant operators areá priori equally important. The construction of explicit renormalizable models is clearly especially interesting in this case.
If we consider some fundamental theory which gives rise to the NJL interaction eq. (1), it is clear that all of the relevant operators discussed above will be generated. Therefore, in attempting to construct a renormalizable model which captures the physics of the NJL model, strictly speaking we can only expect to find a model with a fermion bilinear order parameter whose low-energy limit is a linear sigma model. Nonetheless, in the model we construct, we will find that the dynamics is very similar to the NJL model eq. (1).
A Renormalizable Model
The NJL model described in the previous section bears a superficial resemblace to a model in which the four-fermion coupling in eq. (1) is replaced by SU (N ) T C gauge interactions. In the SU (N ) T C gauge model, the gauge coupling becomes strong at some scale Λ T C , and a condensate of the form eq. (3) forms, giving rise to F 2 −1 NGB's. (Recall that the NJL model of eq. NJLL has F 2 NGB's.) We can try to press the analogy further by using Fierz indentities to rewrite the NJL interaction as
where the T A are SU (N ) T C generators normalized so that tr T A T B = δ AB /2. Eq. (8) is the operator corresponding to the most attractive channel for one gauge boson exchange in the SU (N ) T C theory. However, the two models are clearly qualitatively different: The NJL model contains propagating fermions at low energies, while the fermions are confined in the SU (N ) T C gauge model. Also, the NJL model can be fine-tuned to make the scalar and fermion masses small compared to the cutoff scale Λ, while the SU (N ) T C gauge model has no adjustable parameter; all dimensionful quantities in the SU (N ) T C model are of order Λ T C raised to the appropriate power.
We can, however, contruct a class of models whose low-energy dynamics interpolates continuously between that of the NJL model and the SU (N ) T C gauge model. The models we will construct consist entirely of gauge fields coupled to fermions, so the theories are well-behaved at high energies. Chiral symmetry breaking in these models is triggered by asymptotically-free gauge couplings, and the fine-tuning in the NJL limit can be understood in terms of the fine-tuning of gauge couplings (defined at a suitable subtraction point) in the underlying gauge theory.
The basic idea underlying the model is very simple. We assume that there is another "interloping" sector which breaks the SU (N ) T C group completely, so that all the SU (N ) T C gauge bosons are massive. If this symmetry breaking occurs at a scale where the SU (N ) T C coupling is weak, the effective theory below this scale will consist of massless fermions interacting through contact interactions such as those of eq. (8), and ψψ = 0. On the other hand, if the SU (N ) T C coupling gets strong at a scale higher than the scale at which the interloping sector becomes strong, then the SU (N ) T C interactions will break the ψ chiral symmetry and ψψ ∼ Λ 3 T C . In this case, the low-energy effective theory contains only the Nambu-Goldstone bosons resulting from the chiral symmetry breaking. If we assume that the transition between the two limits just described is smooth, then we can obtain a model in which ψψ ≪ Λ 3 T C by tuning the model between the two limits described above. We expect the dynamics of such a model to be similar to the fine-tuned NJL model discussed in the previous section.
Actually, since we are ultimately interested in obtaining a condensate for quarks carrying only color indices, we will consider models where the technicolor group is broken in the pattern
where SU (N ) C is weakly coupled at the symmetry-breaking scale. In this case, the surviving SU (N ) C ′ group is weakly coupled, and we will later take N = 3 and identify it with QCD.
To make these ideas specific, consider a theory with a gauge group
and fermion content
For simplicity, we will impose a discrete symmetry to set the coupling constants of the two SU (K) groups equal. The first three group factors in eq. (10) are "strong" gauge groups which will form fermion condensates, while SU (N ) C is weakly coupled in the energy regime in which we are interested. Note that the fermion content of each gauge group consists of vector-like fermions in the fundamental representation. Thus, all gauge anomalies are cancelled in this theory. More importantly, this means that as long as only one of the gauge couplings is strong, we can analyze the symmetry breaking pattern by appealing to our understanding of QCD-like theories.
The coupling strength of the gauge groups SU (N ) T C and [SU (K) × SU (K)] I can be characterized by the values of the gauge coupling constants g T C and g I evaluated at some fixed scale µ 0 . Alternatively, we can characterize the gauge couplings by mass scales Λ T C and Λ I at which the respective gauge couplings become strong enough to trigger chiral symmetry breaking. There are several possibilities for the low-energy dynamics of this model, depending on the relative magnitudes of these parameters.
• Suppose first that g I ≫ g T C at the scale µ 0 , so that Λ I ≫ Λ T C . Then SU (N ) T C is weakly coupled at the scale Λ I , and the SU (K) I ′ interactions give rise to the condensates
This condensate results in the chiral symmetry breaking pattern
giving rise to 2(N 2 − 1) potential NGB's. (Each of the SU (K) factors acts like a copy of QCD.) The condensate eq. (12) results in the gauge symmetry breaking pattern
N 2 − 1 potential NGB's are therefore eaten by the broken gauge bosons, which acquire masses of order g T C Λ I . The remaining N 2 − 1 potential NGB's transform in the adjoint representation of the unbroken SU (N ) C ′ gauge group, and therefore acquire masses of order g C Λ I .
Through all of this, the ψ fermions remain massless, and ψψ = 0. The effective theory at scales µ ≪ g C Λ I therefore consists of the massless ψ fermions subject to various contact interactions suppressed by inverse powers of Λ I . This is qualitatively similar to the NJL model far into the unbroken phase.
• Now suppose that g T C ≫ g I at the scale µ 0 , so that Λ T C ≫ Λ I . In this case, the SU (N ) T C gauge coupling becomes strong at a scale where the [SU (K) × SU (K)] I gauge coupling is weak. This results in the formation of the condensate
(There are other possibilities for the alignment of the condensate, but a calculation along the lines of ref. [9] which treats the SU (K) and electroweak gauge groups perturbatively shows that this vacuum alignment is chosen for sufficiently weak SU (K) coupling. This is consistent with the lore that condensates will align so as to preserve the maximal gauge symmetry.) This condensate results in the chiral symmetry-breaking pattern
giving rise to (F +K) 2 −1 potential NGB's. This gives rise to the gauge symmetry breaking
K 2 − 1 NGB's resulting from the condensate eq. (15) are therefore eaten by the broken gauge bosons, which acquire masses ∼ g I Λ T C .
In a basis where the first F entries correspond to ψ and the last K entries correspond to χ L and ξ R , we can classify the potential NGB's associated with the broken axial generators as follows:
The fate of the NGB's of eqs. (18) and (19) should be obvious. The NGB's of eq. (20) can be viewed as 2F NGB's transforming in the fundamental representation of the unbroken SU (K) I ′ gauge group. These NGB's therefore acquire masses of order g I Λ T C . The "axion" of eq. (21) can be associated with the charge
The current associated with this charge has no SU (N ) T C ×[SU (K) × SU (K)] I anomalies, but it does have a SU (N ) C anomaly. Therefore, the axion will acquire a mass of order Λ
The χ R and ξ L fermions remain massless at this stage, and transform in the fundamental representation of the unbroken SU (K) I ′ gauge group. At the scale Λ I ′ , the SU (K) I ′ gauge group becomes strong, resulting in the formation of the condensate
This results in the symmetry-breaking pattern
giving rise to N 2 − 1 potential NGB's. These potential NGB's transform in the adjoint representation of the unbroken SU (N ) C gauge group, and therefore acquire masses of order
T C and the low-energy theory consists entirely of the F 2 NGB's resulting from the symmetry breaking at the scale Λ T C . This is qualitatively similar to the NJL model far into the broken phase.
• We now consider the nature of the transition between the two limits just described. If we assume that the order parameter ψ L ψ R is continuous across the transition (i.e. that the transition is second order), then we can tune the [SU (K) × SU (K)] I coupling so that ψ L ψ R ≪ Λ 3 , where Λ ∼ Λ T C ∼ Λ I . In this case, both SU (N ) T C and [SU (K) × SU (K)] I are becoming strongly coupled near the scale Λ, but we can analyze this model using continuity arguments.
In the fine-tuned limit, it seems plausible that the ψ fermions are propagating degrees of freedom with mass m ≪ Λ. The reason is that in the unbroken phase, there are poles at zero momentum transfer in Green's functions coming from an intermediate state consisting of a single ψ fermion. If the transition is second order, we expect the position of these poles to be continuous across the transition, and the ψ fermions to be massive propagating states.
Also, in the fine-tuned limit, we expect the decay constant f of the NGB's to be f ∼ m. To see this, define
are the spontaneously broken axial currents. From Goldstone's theorem, we know that J µν AB (q) has a pole at q 2 = 0:
where f 2 AB is the matrix of NGB decay constants. From the Jackiw-Johnson sum rule (eq. (54) below), we know that the NGB decay constants vanish if the fermion self-energy vanishes. Therefore, if we assume that the transition is second order, then we expect the decay constants will be of order m for m ≪ Λ. (This is made explicit in the approximations to the Jackiw-Johnson sum rule which we will consider below.)
We now turn to the low-energy effective lagrangian for this model. At sufficiently low energies µ ≪ f , the effective lagrangian describes the interactions among the NGB's (and possibly the ψ fermions if their masses are smaller than f ). In this effective lagrangian, the SU (N ) F symmetry is realized nonlinearly on the NGB fields. As a result, this effective lagrangian breaks down for processes involving momentum transfers p 2 ≫ f 2 . One signal for this fact is that an infinite number of operators are important for such processes. We therefore conclude that the theory must contain new particles and interactions at scales µ < ∼ f ≪ Λ T C . The simplest possibility is that the symmetry is realized linearly in the effective lagrangian at scales µ ∼ f , implying that the theory contains light scalars with the quantum numbers of the Φ field in eq. (6) . (It is difficult to imagine a reasonable alternative if one accepts the assumption that the ψ condensate can be fine-tuned to be small.)
In fact, we may conjecture that the effective lagrangian at scales below Λ T C is in the same universality class as the NJL model. To make this statement precise, we write the effective lagrangian as
where L NJL is the NJL lagrangian of eq. (1) and δL contains all remaining terms. We conjecture that the four-fermion coupling in L NJL is close to its critical value, and that the coefficients of the operators in δL are sufficiently small that the theory is in the same universality class as the NJL model. Similar assumptions have been discussed elsewhere for the case of top-condensate models [12] and "strong extended technicolor" models [13] .
Schwinger-Dyson Analysis
We can flesh out our picture of the NJL limit by considering the Schwinger-Dyson equations for the theory we have described. The full Schwinger-Dyson equations are clearly intractable, and in order to make progress we must truncate these equations and hope that what remains captures the essential physics we wish to discuss. We do not pretend that this analysis justifies the dynamical assumptions made in the last section, but we will see that these assumptions are incorporated in a simple and natural way in our analysis. Also, we can use the truncated Schwinger-Dyson equations to make crude quantitative estimates for various quantities of interest. This section can be skimmed by a reader interested mainly in the application of the model discussed above to electroweak symmetry breaking.
Fermion Self-Energy
If we define
the full Schwinger-Dyson equation for the Ψ propagator is
where r, r ′ run over the fermion representations of the gauge group, Γ µ rA is the gauge boson vertex function, and G AB µν is the gauge boson propagator. We restrict the fermion propagator to have the block-diagonal form
This is consistent with the full Schwinger-Dyson equations, and is also the correct form in both of the limits considered in the previous section. The Schwinger-Dyson equation for S ψ then involves only the exchange of SU (N ) T C gauge bosons. We will assume in what follows that the [SU (K) × SU (K)] I coupling can be chosen so that the mass M of the SU (N ) T C gauge bosons has any desired value.
We will follow a venerable tradition and approximate the full gauge boson vertex function by its tree-level value (with a running coupling evaluated at an appropiate momentum scale), approximate the gauge boson propagators by their asymptotic forms, and neglect fermion wave-function renormalization. (See [10] for more details.) The resulting integral equation for the ψ fermion self-energy is then
where M is the mass of the SU (N ) T C gauge bosons,
( 33) can be viewed as the strength of the one-gauge-boson-exchange interaction, and C 2 is the Casimir of the fermion representation.
For p 2 ≤ M 2 , the right-hand side of eq. (32) is independent of p 2 , and we have
This situation is rather reminiscent of the NJL model. In fact, we can write
depends only on the behavior of Σ(p 2 ) with p 2 > M 2 . If we naively identify G(M 2 ) with the NJL coupling G and indentify M with the NJL cutoff Λ, then eq. (35) is similar to the NJL gap equation with the addition a "counterterm" δm. To understand the relation between eq. (35) and the NJL gap equation, we note that the NJL coupling G includes the effects of integrating out all field models with p 2 > Λ 2 , while G(M 2 ) has no such interpretation. The role of the term δm is to include the effects of the high-energy gauge bosons.
For p 2 > M 2 , eq. (32) is the same as the gap equation for massless gauge bosons, which has been studied by many authors. The integral equation can be converted to a differential equation:
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to p 2 . This equation has been linearized in Σ, which is completely justified in the present case, since we are interested in the regime where
. Using the known asymptotically-free behavior of G(p 2 ) for large p 2 , we can write the ultraviolet boundary condition
for some constant σ. Eq. (37) has an infrared boundary condition
It is easily verified by direct substitution that eq. (37) with these boundary conditions is equivalent to eq. (32).
In this formalism, we can explicitly see the fine-tuning necessary to obtain m ≪ M . Because eq. (37) is linear in Σ, once we impose the ultraviolet boundary condition eq. (38), Σ(p 2 ) is completely determined up to an overall constant. We can therefore write
where F (p 2 ) is the solution to eq. (37) satisfying the boundary condition
The infrared boundary condition can then be written
The left-hand side depends only on M and is of order 1 for M ∼ Λ T C . We see that M must be equal to a critical value
This in turn means that the [SU (K) × SU (K)] I gauge coupling (evaluated at the scale µ 0 ) must be fine-tuned to an accuracy O(m 2 /M 2 ).
To show that eq. (42) has a solution for some M 2 , we note that the quantity R(p 2 ) defined above satisfies the differential equation
with ultraviolet boundary condition
Thus, the left-hand side of eq. (42) 
, and thus
Therefore, as long as g 2 (M 2 ) is sufficiently large, the left-hand side of eq. (42) will be greater than unity and the differential equation has a solution. This is just the condition that the gauge coupling becomes sufficiently strong to trigger chiral symmetry breaking.
Note also that Σ(0) is continuous as a function of M in this formalism.
Light Scalars
We now address the question of the existence of light scalars in this model. Our strategy is to compute ψ-ψ scattering in the color-singlet scalar and pseudo-scalar channels. The light scalars will manifest themselves as poles in the s channel. We will compute the scattering amplitude in the ladder approximation shown in fig. 1 .
We will make several further simplifications. Since the phase transition is second order in this formalism, it is sufficient to establish the existence of the scalars in the unbroken phase where Σ ≡ 0. Also, we will compute the amplitude in the kinematic regime shown in fig. 1 
In this kinematic regime, only a single form-factor contributes to the amplitude, and we can write the following simple integral equation for the scattering amplitude T (p 2 ):
Since we are in the unbroken phase, this equation holds for all flavor channels and for both the scalar and pseudoscalar channels.
For p 2 ≤ M 2 , the right-hand side of eq. (47) is independent of p 2 , and we have
Again, this situation is very similar to the NJL model, where the scattering amplitude considered here is independent of t and u.
For p 2 > M 2 , the amplitude satisfies the differential equation
where the prime again denoted differentiation with respect to p 2 . This is the same differential equation satisfied by Σ above, but with different boundary conditions and with the crucial difference that it holds for arbitrarily large T . Eq. (49) has the ultraviolet boundary condition
where c is a dimensionless constant, and an infrared boundary condition
Once we impose the ultraviolet boundary condition, we can write the solution as
where F (p 2 ) is the function introduced in eq. (40) above. The infrared boundary condition can then be written 
Decay Constants
We now discuss the decay constants which result from the ψ fermion condensation. They are given by the Jackiw-Johnson sum rule [11] 
where Γ µ A is the current vertex function with the NGB pole removed, S(k) is the propagator of the fermions in the current, Z J is the renormalization constant of the current operator, and δf 2 is a counterterm. † In an exact treatment, we certainly expect the same critical value of M for the chiral symmetry-breaking transition and the appearance of light scalars, butá priori we have no right to expect the critical values of M to concide exactly in our approximation, since it is not clear that the gap equation eq. (32) and the partial summation we have performed to compute T are part of a single consistent approximation.
If we make the same approximations made in deriving eq. (32) we obtain f
The integral in eq. (56) 
To summarize, we see that the gap-equation analysis incorporates many of the features we expected on the basis of qualitative arguments of section 3: the transition is second order, the fine-tuning is manifest, the decay constants are small compared to the compositeness scale, and the light scalars are present.
Application to Electroweak Symmetry Breaking

"Top-Mode" Model
In order to apply the model described above to electroweak symmetry breaking, we take N = 3 and identify SU (3) C with ordinary color. We also take F = 2 and identify
new heavy weak-doublet fermions which will be accessible in future experiments.
In order that they do not contribute significantly to the ρ-parameter, T fermions in the same weak doublet must be nearly degenerate in mass. In particular, we must avoid large mass splittings induced by U (1) Y couplings through critical instability, as discussed above. Of course, we can always add additional interactions to cancel this effect, but the strength of these interactions must be fine-tuned, and we want to see whether fine-tuning can be avoided.
To avoid the critical instability mechanism described in the last section, we must take the weak doublet T fermions to carry zero U (1) Y charge. The SU (2) W × U (1) Y singlet T fermions must carry U (1) Y charge so that the condensate T L T R preserves U (1) EM . Thus, the only possibility is to take the extra fermions to transform under SU ( 
When SU (3) T C becomes strong, they give rise to a condensate
where we have defined
The theory has an approximate discrete custodial symmetry
where B µ and W µ are the U (1) Y and SU (2) W gauge fields, respectively. If the T fields were the only fermions in the theory, this custodial symmetry would be exact, and we would have m U = m D . In the full theory, this symmetry is violated by the U (1) Y gauge couplings to the quarks and leptons and by ETC operators. In particular, there must be strong ETC operators to give rise to the large top mass, so that there will in general be custodial-symmetry violating four-fermi couplings among the T fermions with strength 1/M 2 E ∼ 1/M 2 , which will give rise to a large splitting |m U − m D |. (Note that we cannot explain the large top-quark mass by taking the third-generation quarks to transform under SU (N ) T C , since the effect of U (1) Y would give m t ≫ m T .)
We have argued that additional fine-tuning is required in "non-minimal" models incorporating NJL-like dynamics to break electroweak symmetry in order to avoid an unacceptably large value for the ρ-parameter. If we accept this additional fine-tuning, however, there seems to be no obstacle to making such theories fully realistic.
Conclusions
We have considered a renormalizable model which we argued can break the electroweak symmetry via NJL-like dynamics. The crucial dynamical assumption is that the chiral symmetry-breaking transition in the model is second order. The fine-tuning needed to obtain a large hierarchy between the weak scale and the compositeness scale is mainfested in the fine-tuning of a gauge coupling constant. We have seen that the minimal "topmode" standard model can be obtained from such a model, as well as models in which new fermions are responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking. In the latter case, we have argued that additional fine-tuning is required to avoid unacceptably large corrections to the electroweak ρ-parameter.
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